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FOOD FOR THOUGHT



Four-Way Test of the things we Think, Say, or Do

1. Is it the TRUTH?

2. Is it FAIR to all Concerned?

3. Will it build GOODWILL and BETTER 
FRIENDSHIPS?

4. Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned?

- Herbert J . Taylor



SESSION OUTLINE

• Opportunities for Farmers in Fiji’s Tourism

• Capturing the Growing Opportunity 

• Strengthening Fiji’s Value Chains

• Way Forward Action Points



What is aggregate value of the opportunity?

Opportunities for Farmers in Fiji’s Tourism



Opportunities for Farmers in Fiji’s Tourism

What is the trend of the opportunity?



Opportunities for Farmers in Fiji’s Tourism

Where are the opportunity growth areas?



TWO SIDES OF THE COIN

Farmers’ Hotels’

OPPORTUNITIES =       CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES = OPPORTUNITIES



Capturing the Growing Opportunity 

1. Understanding the hotels’ procurement options

Specialist suppliers

Local market centres

Large-scale growers

Local consolidators

Commercial shops

Export processors

High and consistent quality

High quality and quantity

Varying quality and quantity

High quality and quantity

Varying quality and quantity

Issue on quality and quantity

OPTIONS VALUE



Capturing the Opportunity 

2.   Terms of payment affecting suppliers’ cash flow

Specialist suppliers

Local market centres

Large-scale growers

Local consolidators

Commercial shops

Export processors

Tight cash flow; needs cash payment

Can bear processing time; receipt

Tight cash flow; needs cash payment

Can bear processing time; receipt

Cash purchases; with receipt

Cash purchases; no receipts

OPTIONS CHALLENGE



Capturing the Opportunity 

3. Addressing market linkage issues and challenges

Available goods at desired quantity and quality, and price

Support for farmers to bear opportunity loss re: payments

Creation of a platform for dialogue and inclusive marketing 

Available support services and incentives to sustain gains



Strengthening Fiji’s Fresh Produce VCs

EU

LRD

SPC

IACT

Improved quality that met international standards

Established inclusive/co-operative business models

Created linkages with value chain support partners

Supported farming expansion, created more jobs

Increased presence/value in international markets

PROJECT GAINS



Strengthening Fiji’s Fresh Produce VCs



Strengthening Fiji’s Fresh Produce VCs

Some of key players and support institutions in 
Fiji’s value chains:

– Nature’s Way Cooperative (200+ members)

– Fiji Export Council (70+ members+)

– Northern Bee Growers Cooperative (50+ members)

– Fiji Agro Marketing (national scope)

– Pacific Organic & Ethical  Trade Community (regional)

– FRIEND (civil society, value-adding social enterprise)

– The Crab Company (specialist grower)

– And many more...



Way Forward Action Points

• Establish a platform for dialogue and info exchange 
among buyers, farmers, growers, processors, and 
support agencies;

• Maximize the capture of growing opportunities 
through dialogue, farm technology adjustments, 
synchronized/consolidated production planning;

• Design a system whereby the opportunity losses 
(terms of payment) of farmers are minimized;



Way Forward Action Points

• Synchronized extension of public and private 
financial and technical support to farmers, key 
growers and processors involved;

• Recognize that sourcing of fresh produce locally can 
form part of corporate social responsibility of Fiji’s 
tourism industry players;  

• Learn from successful cases and use these as 
inspiration in expanding support for farmers and 
key players in Fiji’s fresh produce value chain. 



IN CLOSING, IS THE STATEMENT BELOW TRUE?

“The grass is always green on the 
other side of the fence.”

“By denying the goodness of our very own lives, 

we believe that we have nothing good to work with 

nor the capacity to work with it.

We lose focus, self-confidence, and hope.”

- Jennifer Kunst, Ph.D.



THANK YOU.


